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Abstract. The image of lint containing foreign fiber features that the
background (cotton fiber) is homogeneous and has a normal gray-level
distribution; the object (foreign fiber) is smaller, darker than the background but
its gray-level distributes is a wide range. In this paper, a Background Estimation
Thresholding(BET) method is presented to segment the objects from such kind
of images. The segmented objects will be used to determine the existence and
measure the quantity of foreign fiber. The experimental results show that the
BET is effective and fast, and can be used in the online foreign fiber inspection
in volumes of lints.
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1. Introduction
Machine vision is a technology adopted newly in cotton trade and textile industry to
evaluate the cotton quality[1, 2]. The foreign fiber in lint such as plastic film, fabric
patch, hemp rope, hair, polypropylene twine, feather, and etc., will seriously affect the
quality of final cotton textile product and can be detected and measured by machine
vision technology.
China Agricultural University, together with China Cotton Machinery & Equipment
Corporation are developing a Foreign Fiber Inspection System(FFIS) to measure the
content of foreign fibers in lint, according to which to grade and price, so that the cotton
farmers and traders will be more willing to keep the foreign fibers away. FFIS is
composed of hardware subsystem and software system, and the hardware system
mainly includes lint feeder, opener, scanner, collector and computer, as shown in Fig.1.
∗
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Lint is fed into the opener by the feeder to generate a 2mm thick, uniform lint slice, in
which foreign fiber will be exposed sufficiently and can be detected easily by the
scanner. The lint slice is pushed by rollers into an iamging alleyway, which is made of
glass with high transparence, and 400mm in width, 4mm in thickness. The lint slice is
imaged continuously by 2 scanners which are sensitive to visible light and ultraviolet
radiation respectively. The image lines are assembled into frames and then transferred
to the computer. Finally, the frames are processed online by the software subsystem.

Fig.1. Scheme of FFIS

Image segmentation is a key step towards the foreign fiber inspection using machine
vision technology. Mostly, the cotton fiber has high gray-level (bright) and the foreign
fiber has low (dark), and thresholding is a reasonable choice for the segmentation of
such kind of images. The thresholding method selects a gray-level T as the threshold
based upon histogram (an approximation of gray-level probability distribution). If the
gray-level g of a pixel is less than or equal to the T, the pixel will be marked as foreign
fiber (object), otherwise as cotton fiber (background).
How to select a threshold appropriately is critical to thresholding. The commonly
used technique is to select the optimal threshold according to a Criterion Function(CF).
Between-class variance[3] proposed by Otsu is a widely used CF, which is based upon
histogram. Otsu method met difficulties when applied to most foreign fiber images, in
which the objects are thin and small, and the histograms are unimodal, or in which the
gray-levels of objects vary largely, and the histograms extend to the low gray-level side

just like a long tail. Hou’s research[4] shows that large differences in class variances or
class probabilities will result in threshold bias towards the component with larger class
variance or larger class probability. Fig. 2 shows a lint image example with one hair,
and its segmentation result by Otsu method.
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Fig. 2 (a) Lint containing a hair, (b) Segmentation by Otsu method, (c)(d) Histogram and its
details at the bottom

There are many attempts to overcome the threshold bias of Otsu CF in the past
decades, including modifing the Otsu CF or suggesting a totally new one. Several
important CFs are valley-emphasis Otsu CF[5], class variance CF[4], entropy CF[6, 7],
fuzziness CF[8], minimum error CF[9], and etc..
When thresholding according to CF, the image segmentation is considered as a
classificaion problem. All of the CFs above assume that the gray-level probability
distributions of objects and background are both normal, and the number of classes is
predictable (that is how many kinds of objects in the background should be known
before thresholding). FFIS can generate uniform lint slice and the lighting is well
controlled. The gray-level of cotton fiber, which is background, distributes normally.

But the gray-level of foreign fiber, which is object, varies in a wide range and its
distribution can not be considered as normal. The class number is also unpredictable in
foreign fiber inspection because there may be or not be foreign fiber, and there may be
one kind or many kinds of foreign fibers. So the two assumptions obstruct the
application of such thresholding methods in foreign fiber inspection, which may occur
in other similar situations.
A segmentation method may be suitable to some kinds of images, but there is not yet
an universal method for all kinds of images. In this paper, a Background Estimation
Thresholding(BET) method is developed specially for foreign fiber inspection. The
experimental results show that the BET is effective and fast, and can be used in the
online foreign fiber inspection in volumes of lint. The paper is organized as follows. In
Section 2, we describe the BET method and its implementation. Section 3 gives the
experimental results and the analysis comparing with valley-emphasis Otsu method.
Finally, the paper is concluded in Section 4.

2. BET method and its implementation
2.1 Method
FFIS scans the uniform lint slice under well controlled lighting and the gray-level of
cotton fiber distributes normally. Foreign fiber is darker than cotton fiber and its
gray-level is lower. The histogram of a lint image containing foreign fibers is close to
normal but extends to the dark side like a tail.
Given a lint image with 256 gray-levels, the proportions of cotton fiber and foreign
fiber are denoted by Pb and Po respectively, where Pb+Po=1. The gray-level
distribution of cotton fiber can be formulated as:
pb ( g ) =

where

is mean and
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is standard deviation, g=0,1,2,…,255.

The gray-level distribution of foreign fiber, denoted by po(g), is unknown, which
may be any form. For a threshold T, the lint image is segmented as follows. For every
pixel, if its gray-level g<T, the pixel is marked as object, otherwise marked as
background. The error ratio is given by:

⎧ T −1
⎪ Pb ∑ pb ( g ),
⎪⎪ g = 0
e( g | T ) = ⎨
⎪ 255
⎪ Po ∑ po ( g ),
⎪⎩ g =T

g <T
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(2.a) gives the error ratio where the background is marked as object and (2.b) gives
the error ratio where the object is marked as background. Decreasing T can decrease
(2.a) while increase (2.b), and vice versa. Pb(g) is a normal distribution and its mean
and standard deviation can be estimated (described below), so (2.a) can be estimated.
po(g) is unknown and therefore (2.b) can not be estimated.
(2.a) can be estimated and controlled, it is realistic to select T based only on (2.a),
which is a partial error ratio, not the whole error ratio commonly used. (2.a) can be
controlled under an acceptable level by choosing T. For example, if T = μ − 3σ , (2.a)

will be under 0.2%Pb; if T = μ − 4σ , (2.a) will be under 0.005%Pb. Such threshold T
locates near the darkest gray-level of background. Decreasing T further has little help to
decrease (2.a) while increase (2.b) rapidly.
If the background is separable by gray-level value from the object, or their histogram
do not overlap or overlap little each other, a T near the darkest gray-level of background
will keep the error ratios of (2.a) and (2.b) low both, and the segmentation succeeds.
Otherwise if their histogram overlap each other, (2.a) will be low while (2.b) high,
which means many object pixels are marked as background, and the segmentation fails.
Actually, segmentation will fail for any threshold choice in the latter, which means

thresholding is not suitable for such kind of images. Fortunately, most foreign fibers are
separate from the cotton fiber in gray-level and can be segmented by thresholding.
White polypropylene twine is one inseparable from cotton fiber and can not be ignored
in foreign fiber inspection in China. The ultraviolet scanner in FFIS is equipped
specially for the detection of foreign fibers like this, which is separable from cotton
fiber in the ultraviolet image.
Here we describe how to estimate the mean

and standard deviation

of Pb(g),

which is called background estimation. The cutton fiber is dominant in lint image and
its gray-level distribution is normal, it is reasonable to take the gray-level with maximal
probabilty in histogram as the estimation of mean

. Most foreign fibers are darker

than cotton fiber and all pixels with gray-level between

~ 255 are considered as

background. These pixels constitute one half of the background samples, and then the

another half can be mirrored centering at means

. The standard deviation

can be

evaluated finally by Bayersian Estimation based on the background samples.
BET method first do background estimation, and then select a threshold T to control
the error ration of (2.a) under a predefined level (acquired by experiments). The
background of lint image is stable and its gray-level distribution can be estimated, BET
actually extracts the background by a threshold T, which depends on Pb(g) and a
predefined limitation of error ratio.

2.2 Implementation
The steps of segmentation by BET are as follows:
Step 1. Computing the histogram h(g), g=0, 1, …, 255;
h(m) = max {h( g )}

Step 2. Mean estimation:

=m, where

0 ≤ g ≤ 255

;

Step 3. Standard deviation estimation:
255

Pb = 2 × ∑ h( g ) + h( μ )
g = μ +1
255

D = 2 × ∑ h( g )( g − μ ) 2
g = μ +1

σ = D / Pb

;

Step 4. Computing T: T = kσ ,3 ≤ k ≤ 4 , where k is predefined;
Step 5. Segmentation: For every pixel in lint image, if its gray-level g<T, then it is
marked as object (foreign fiber); otherwise marked as background (cotton fiber).

3. Experiment results
The lint images in our experiment can be divided into three categories, they are cotton
fibers only, cotton fibers mixed with foreign fibers whose gray-levels distribute
narrowly, and cotton fibers mixed with foreign fibers whose gray-levels distribute
widely, which correspond to one class (unimodal), two classes (bimodal) and multiple
classes (multimodal) in classification, respectively. The BET method is evaluated
against all three categories of lint images. This section gives one example and its
comparison with the valley-emphasis Otsu (VEOtsu) thresholding for each category.
At the end of this section, the execution speed of BET is also discussed.

3.1 Unimodal
Fig. 3 shows a lint image containing cotton fibers only, whose histogram
demonstrates a normal distribution (202.69 in mean, 6.88 in standard deviation). Otsu
method will split it at the mean and half of the image will be considered as foreign
fiber. It will cause the measurement results meaningless because most lint images do
not conrain foreign fiber.

(a)

(b)

Fig. 3 (a)Lint containing cotton fibers only, (b)Histogram

VEOtsu marks all pixels as object, where T=233. BET marks all pixels as background,
where the estimated

=203.00,

=6.87, predefined k=3.5, and the final T=179.

Both of VEOtsu and BET can segment the unimodal image correctly, but VEOtus
sometimes does wrong marking and BET never.

3.2 Bimodal
Fig. 2 shows a lint image containing a black hair and a small patch of cotton leaf,
whose gray-level distributions are similar by chance. It is bimodal and Fig. 4 shows
its segmentations by VEOtsu and BET.

(a)

(b)

Fig. 4 Segmentation of Fig.2(a), (a) by VEOtsu, (b)by BET

Both of VEOtsu and BET can segment the bimodal image correctly and the BET is
closer to human beings. Several black points, labeled in a circle in Fig. 4(b), are
contton fibers but segmented as foreign fibers by BET wrongly, because the thickness
of lint slice is not uniform fully. These points

should be removed in the

postprocessing.

3.3 Multimodal
Fig. 5(a) shows a lint image containing a feather and a small patch of cotton leaf,
whose gray-level distributions in a wide range. Fig. 5(b) shows that the histogram
drags a long but thin tail, which is multimodal. Fig. 5(c, d) are the segmentations by
VEOtsu and BET respectively.

(a)

(b)
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(d)

Fig. 5 (a) Lint containing feather, (b) Histogram in detail at the bottom, (c) Segmentation by
VEOtsu, (b) Segmentation by BET

In multimodal case, VEOtsu selects multiple thresholds and the implementation is
different from the bimodal. Whether the lint image is unimodal, bimodal, or
multimodal is unpredictable, so the bimodal implementation is used commonly by
VEOtsu. The feather, shown in Fig. 5(c) is lost excessively by the VEOtsu. The BET
selects only one threshold and the implementation is same regardless of the image
modality. Fig. 5(d) demonstrates that the BET can segment multimodal image better
than the VEOtsu.

3.4 Execution speed
To find out the optimal threshold, the VEOtsu needs compute the CF, which includes
2 means and 2 variances, each for every 256 gray-levels. The BET needs find out the
gray-level with the maximal probability and compute variance one time. The
computation of VEOtsu is more than the BET’s and Table 1 shows their execution
time for 1 million threshold selections(Intel Mobile Pentium 4 CPU, 2.0 Ghz), where
the BET reduces the computation of the VEOtsu to 35.8%.
Table. 1 Execution time of VEOtsu and BET

Method

Execution time (Sec.)

VEOtsu

8.46

BET

23.62

4. Conclusions
The lint image containing foreign fiber features that the background (cotton fiber) is
homogeneous and has a normal gray-level distribution; the object (foreign fiber) is
smaller, darker than the background but its gray-level distributes is a wide range. The
BET method can extract the foreign fibers from lint image well, which makes the
detection and measurement by machine vision technology possible.
Comparing with other thresholding methods such as Otsu, the BET can segment
image with higher performance where the existence or types of object are unpredictable,
and is suitable for foreign fiber inspection and other similar applications.
The BET method can applied in foreign fiber inspection online in volumes of lints,
where the simplicity and fast speed are greatly concerned.
The thickness of lint slice is not uniform fully and the BET segments some cotton
fibers wrongly as foreign fibers. This problem is left unresolved and the related
researches are going on.
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